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Abstract
This paper discusses the problem of building efficient coverage paths for

a team of robots. An efficient multi-robot coverage algorithm should result
in a coverage path for every robot, such that the union of all paths gener-
ates a full coverage of the terrain and the total coverage time is minimized.
A method underlying several coverage algorithms, suggests the use of span-
ning trees as base for creating coverage paths. However, overall performance
of the coverage is heavily dependent on the given spanning tree. This pa-
per focuses on the challenge of constructing a coverage spanning tree for
both online and offline coverage that minimizes the time to complete cov-
erage. Our general approach involves building a spanning tree by growing
sub-trees from the initial location of the robots. This paper first describes a
polynomial time tree-construction algorithm for offline coverage. The use
of this algorithm is shown by extensive simulations to significantly improve
the coverage time of the terrain even when used as a basis for a simple, in-
efficient, coverage algorithm. Second, this paper provides an algorithm for
online coverage of a finite terrain based on spanning-trees, that is complete
and guarantees linear time coverage with no redundancy in the coverage. In
addition, the solutions proposed by this paper guarantee robustness to fail-
ing robots: the offline trees are used as base for robust multi-robot coverage
algorithms, and the online algorithm is proven to be robust.

”And the tree was happy...” (Shel Silverstein, The Giving Tree)
∗This work was funded in part by Israel’s Ministry of Science and Technology
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1 Introduction

The general problem of covering an area by single or multi robot systems is a
fundamental problem in robotics. It has applications in various domains, from
humanitarian missions such as search and rescue and de-mining, to agriculture
applications such as seeding or harvesting, to, recently, household cleaning. The
problem was extensively investigated in both single-robot domains (e.g. [6,15,16])
and multi-robot systems (e.g. [13,20,21,24]).

This paper discusses the problem of building efficient coverage paths for a
team of robots. In this problem, a team of robots, each equipped with some tool,
for example a sensor, are required to jointly sweep the entire given terrain while
minimizing the total coverage time. In our work, we assume that the area is di-
vided into cells, and the robots travel through all cells of the terrain. Following the
taxonomy presented in [5], the division of the area is an approximate cellular de-
composition, and we handle both online and offline coverage. In offline coverage,
the map of the area is given in advance, therefore the coverage paths of the robots
can be determined prior to the execution of the coverage algorithm. In online cov-
erage, the coverage has to be completed without the use of a map or any a-priori
knowledge of the area, and the coverage paths of the robots are constructed during
the execution.

Previous work has often pointed out that one advantage of using multiple
robots for coverage is the potential for more efficient coverage [5]. Another poten-
tial advantage of using multiple robots is that they may offer greaterrobustness:
Even if one robot fails catastrophically, others may take over its coverage subtask.
In other words, as long as there exists one non-faulty robot, the coverage mission
will be completed successfully. Unfortunately, this important capability has been
neglected in most existing work on on-line algorithms.

Several methods are found in the literature for coverage by single and multi-
robot systems. One basic method that has received considerable attention is the
method presented by Gabriely and Rimon [10], where the authors describe a poly-
nomial timeSpanning Tree Coveragealgorithm, better known as theSTC algo-
rithm. In this method, Gabriely and Rimon offer a method for finding a hamil-
tonian cycle covering a terrain that satisfies some assumptions. In particular, it
is assumed that the robot is equipped with a square shaped tool of sizeD, hence
the area was divided intoN cells of sizeD placed on a grid. The grid was then
made coarse such that each new cell is of size2D X 2D, and a spanning tree was
built according to this new grid. After such a tree was built, the robot follows the
tree around, creating a hamiltonian cycle visiting all cells of the original grid. The
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idea was first broadened for a multi-robot system in [13], by the family ofMSTC
algorithms. A different variation on this idea was introduced in [24].

When building the tree in a single robot system, the influence of the structure
of the tree is theoretically irrelevant for the coverage time. Clearly, one might want
to construct spanning trees with special characterizations, for example minimizing
the number of turns of choosing some preferred directionality. Yet, the coverage
time guaranteed by theSTC algorithms is linear in the size of the grid, since each
cell except for the boundary cells is covered once, hence the total coverage time
is N .

On the other hand, in multi-robot systems, the structure of the tree can have
crucial consequences on the coverage time of the terrain. The choice of the span-
ning tree can change the robots’ initial positions with respect to each other from
being concentrated, i.e., placed as a bundle, to being scattered along the span-
ning tree path — all without actually changing the physical initial position of
the robots. The structure of the tree itself can therefore substantially decrease
the coverage time obtained by algorithms based upon it. Hence we concentrate
on building appropriate coverage spanning trees. The general method we follow
when building such trees in both scenarios — online and offline coverage, is to
gradually grow subtrees from the initial position of the robots.

Hence, the first part of this paper specifically deals with constructing spanning
trees for offline coverage that reduces the total coverage time of algorithms using
these spanning trees as base for coverage. The coverage time of a terrain is deter-
mined by the robot traveling through the longest period of time. In a system with
homogenous robots, this time corresponds to the longest distance traversed by a
single robot. We try to minimize this distance by creating trees where the robots
are placed as uniformly as possible around it. Therefore, when constructing the
trees we try to minimize the maximal distance between every two consecutive
robots along the spanning tree path. If such tree is obtained, we show that all
versions of theMSTC algorithm ran on these trees achieves substantially better
coverage time compared to their coverage time on other randomly generated trees.
Note that these trees, along with decreasing the coverage time of the algorithms
which use them as base for coverage, also enjoy the benefits of the algorithms
themselves. Specifically, if used as base for the family ofMSTC algorithms, it
promises robustness. The algorithm we propose has a polynomial time complex-
ity in the number of cells to be covered. This results in the surprising conclusion
that as we add obstacles to the terrain, the complexity of the tree construction
algorithm reduces, since the number of covered cells diminishes.

The second part of the paper deals with online coverage. We present aguaran-
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teed robustmulti-robot on-line coverage algorithm. The algorithm is based on the
use of spanning tree coverage paths. It runs in a distributed fashion, using commu-
nications to alert robots to the positions of their peers. Each robot works within a
dynamically-growing portion of the work-area, constructing a local spanning-tree
covering this portion, as it moves. It maintains knowledge of where this spanning-
tree can connect with those of others, and selects connections that will allow it to
take over the local spanning trees of others, should they fail. We also address
the challenge of using the robust on-line multi-robot coverage algorithm with
physical vacuum cleaning robots. We present techniques useful in approximat-
ing the assumptions required by STC algorithms (e.g., known positions, within an
agreed-upon coordinate system). We show the effectiveness of our implemented
algorithm in extensive experiments.

2 Background

The challenge of covering a terrain by a team of mobile robots has received con-
siderable attention in the literature. The growing interest in this area is first and
foremost due to the fact that the coverage task is implementable in various do-
mains. Moreover, the concentration in multi-robot systems comes from the two
key features made possible by using multiple robots: (i) robustness in face of
single-robot catastrophic failures, and (ii) enhanced productivity, thanks to the
parallelization of sub-tasks. Many approaches can be found in the literature for
multi-robot coverage.

Choset [5] provides a survey of coverage algorithms, which distinguishes be-
tweenofflinealgorithms, in which a map of the work-area is given to the robots
in advance, andonlinealgorithms, in which no map is given. The survey further
distinguishes betweenApproximate cellular decomposition, where the free space
is approximately covered by a grid of equally-shaped cells, andexact decompo-
sition, where the free space is decomposed to a set of regions, whose union fills
the entire area exactly. Following Choset’s terminology, in this paper we focus on
both online and offline coverage, based on approximate cell decomposition of the
area.

We focus on spanning tree based coverage, first proposed by Gabriely and Ri-
mon in [10]. They proposed the basic method of dividing the terrain into2DX 2D
cells, and described the polynomial time spanning tree coverage algorithm (STC)
for complete offline and online coverage of the terrain by a single robot. In [11],
they suggest two different algorithms for building an on-line tree, but the moti-
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vation comes from the desire to create a spanning tree with a specific scanning
direction.

The generalization of the single-robotSTC algorithm to offline multi-robot
systems was first introduced by Hazon and Kaminka in [13]. They presented
several offline algorithms for multi-robot coverage of a terrain by theMSTC al-
gorithm, which guarantee robust, time-efficient and complete coverage. They de-
scribe two versions of theMSTC algorithm: non-backtrackingMSTC, and back-
trackingMSTC, herein referred to asNB MSTC andB MSTC, respectively. In
the NB MSTC algorithm the robots simply move in counterclockwise direction
along the spanning tree path until reaching the initial position of the following
robot if no faults occur, or take over the coverage path of the consecutive robot
otherwise. In theB MSTC the robots can backtrack over parts of their coverage
path, i.e., they can go both clockwise and counterclockwise. They have shown that
if the robots backtrack, the worst case performs up to twice as faster as in the non-
backtracking case, despite the redundancy. Other results by Hazon and Kaminka,
described in [14], provide an optimal polynomial time coverage algorithm, herein
referred to asOpt MSTC. The algorithm is similar to theB MSTC algorithm
with modifications that assure the optimal coverage time given the initial loca-
tions of the robots and an initial spanning tree. The optimality is guaranteed only
for the backtracking method, i.e., if the robots go back and forthalong the given
spanning tree. Hence they promise to make the most (optimal) out of the given
tree and initial locations of the robots if the robots do not deviate from the path
dictated by the structure of the tree. We focus here on generating good trees for
such algorithms.

Work by Zheng et. al. [24] proposed an additional offline multi-robot coverage
algorithm, where their solution is based on dividing thegivenspanning tree into
k subtrees, where there might exist path overlapping between robots. Their al-
gorithm performs better compared to bothNB MSTC andB MSTC algorithms,
however their solution is not robust. In addition, they note that different choices
of trees may result is different coverage time, but did not further discuss the issue.

There have been additional investigations of online multi-robot coverage, for
example in the world of ant robotics. Wagner at. al. [23] propose a series of
theoretical multi-robot ant-based algorithms which use approximate cellular de-
composition. The algorithms involve little or no direct communications, instead
using simulated pheromones for communications or traces of robots. Some of
these algorithms solve only the discrete coverage problem and some offer com-
plete robust coverage, but not necessarily efficient. Recent work by Osherovich et.
al. [18] offer a robust coverage algorithm for ants in continuous domains. Sven-
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nebring and Koenig [22] offer a feasibility study for ant coverage. They perform
experiments with real ant-robots and large-scale simulations. They show robust-
ness, but provide no analytic guarantees for completeness or efficiency.

Acar and Choset [1] presented a robust on-linesinglerobot coverage algorithm
while their robustness quality is the ability to filter bad sensors readings.

Rekleitis et al. [19] uses two robots in online settings, using a visibility graph-
like decomposition (sort of exact cellular decomposition). The algorithm uses the
robots as beacons to eliminate odometry errors, but does not address catastrophic
failures (i.e., when a robot dies). In a more recent article, Rekleitis et al. [21]
extends the Boustrophedon approach [5] to a multi-robot version. Their algo-
rithm also operates under the restriction that communication between two robots
is available only when they are within line of sight of each other. Their solution,
though, is not robust to failures, i.e., it could stop functioning if one of the key
robots fails. In [17], Kong et. al. provide an improved algorithm for multi-robot
coverage with unbounded communication, where the algorithm is demonstrated to
be robust to failures (yet this property is not theoretically proven to be complete).

Butler et al. [4] proposed a sensor-based multi-robot coverage, in a rectilinear
environment, which based on the exact cellular decomposition. They do not prove
their robustness, and the robots could cover the same area many times.

The recent Brick & Mortar algorithm suggested by Ferranti et. al. [8] is an
online coverage algorithm that assumes the robots communicate using miniature
storage devices that are placed along the entire area, such that one device is placed
in each cell. The use of these devices is their solution to the extensive commu-
nication assumption, made by other online coverage algorithm, which is partially
made also in our work. Their work does not refer to the robustness of the coverage.
In addition, their solution might result in redundancy of the coverage.

Other approaches, other than ones based on cellular decomposition of the ter-
rain, can be found in the literature for multi-robot coverage. For example, in [3],
Batalin and Sukhatme offer two coverage algorithms by a multi-robot system in
which the robots spread out in the terrain, and move away from each other while
covering the area and minimizing the interaction between the robots. In their
work, they aim to achieve optimal coveragearea, and do not prove any formal
statement regarding optimality of coverage time. Yet, similarly to their work, our
offline tree construction algorithm uses the “spreading out” principle in building
the coverage tree.
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3 Constructing trees for offline coverage

In this section we describe our method for improving offline coverage by a team
of robots. First, we show that the initial choice of the spanning tree has significant
impact on the coverage time. We then describe our scheme for tree construction
and some variants of the general method. Finally, we describe results from ex-
tensive simulations showing significant improvement in coverage time even when
the trees are used as base for the simplestNB MSTC algorithm. Note that by
combining our tree construction algorithm with the family ofMSTC algorithms,
we ensure efficient and robust multi robot coverage.

3.1 Motivation for building new spanning trees

In this section we describe the motivation behind our construction scheme of the
trees. First, we show that the structure of the spanning tree has crucial role in
the coverage time obtained by algorithms that use the tree as base for coverage.
We prove that any coverage algorithm, even an optimal one, cannot achieve low
coverage time as can be achieved by using a different tree. Second, we show
that a spanning tree, which by itself obtains the optimal coverage time, does not
necessarily exist, hence the theoretical optimal coverage time might remain un-
reachable in some cases. Last, we describe our definition ofoptimal spanning
trees and explain the rationale behind this definition.

3.1.1 Importance of the spanning tree structure

An optimal time coverage algorithm for a system withk robots will (theoretically)
result in total coverage time ofdN

k
e. Even the most basic multi-robot coverage

algorithm will result in such a coverage time if the robots are uniformly placed
along the spanning tree path, i.e., within distance of at mostdN

k
e from one another.

We argue that the choice of spanning tree has crucial consequences on the
coverage time obtained by algorithms using the spanning tree as base for coverage.
This is more evidently seen in algorithms that do not diverge from the spanning
tree path, such as theMSTC algorithms. Consider, for example, theOpt MSTC
algorithm. These algorithms create optimal paths along the spanning tree for thek
robots, not allowing (nonfaulty) robots to bypass one another during the execution
of the coverage algorithm. There, even in the worst initial distribution case in
which all robots are bundled in their initial position, the best possible improvement
will result in an improvement factor of approximately2 : from N − k + 1 to
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N−k
2

+ 1. On the other hand, the improvement by spreading the robots along the
spanning tree can reach nearly a factor ofk : from N − k + 1 to N

k
.

An illustration of the importance of the right choice of spanning tree is given
in Figure 1. The figure presents an example for a terrain in whichN = 36, k = 3
and two different trees are suggested as base for coverage. The spanning tree is
described by the bold lines, and we use the different kinds of dashed lines to de-
scribe the spanning tree path, each dashed line represents the distance between
two adjacent robots along the path. In order to clarify the example, the section
between each two adjacent robots is given a different background as well. Note
that in both grids the robots are initially located in the same positions. The tree in
Figure 1a places the robots uniformly along the tree path, thus a coverage time of
dN

k
e is easily obtained if the robots simply follow the tree path in a counterclock-

wise direction. However, in Figure 1b. the robots are placed arbitrarily along the
tree path, thus any multi-robot coverage algorithm, based on the spanning tree,
will find it hard to result in such coverage time.
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Dist. between R2 and R3:

Dist. between R3 and R1:

28 spanning tree path cells

4 spanning tree path cells

Dist. between R1 and R2:

12 spanning tree path cells

Dist. between R3 and R1:

12 spanning tree path cells

Dist. between R2 and R3:

12 spanning tree path cells

Dist. between R1 and R2:

4 spanning tree path cells

a. b.

R1

R2 R3 R2 R3

R1

����

����

����

��
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Figure 1: Illustrating how different trees can influence coverage time.

A formal statement regarding the possible improvement in coverage time ob-
tained by algorithms vs. improvement obtained by changing the tree is given by
Theorem 1. First, let us introduce the following definition. Note that we distin-
guish between aprocedurethat is executed on the input to generate the tree, and
algorithmwhich is the coverage algorithm executed given the input tree.

Definition: Given the initial positions ofk robots on a terrain withN cells, let
M be the coverage time of the terrain obtained by the basicNB MSTC algorithm.
A procedureP or an algorithmA are said to ensure animprovement factort, if
the coverage time obtained byNB MSTC after applyingP on the input, or the
coverage time obtained byA on the same input isM

t
.

Theorem 1. Any multi-robot coverage algorithm for homogenous robots based
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on a spanning tree which does not divert from the spanning tree path will result in
a maximal improvement factor of at most2.

Proof. Denote the distance between the initial location of robotRi andRi+1 on
the spanning tree path byDi (also known as the segmentDi), and letDmax =
max1≤i≤N{Di}. Clearly, the coverage time obtained byNB MSTC is exactly
Dmax. Also,Dmax determines the coverage time of any coverage algorithmA that
does not divert from the spanning tree path. As the robots are homogenous and
cannot bypass one another (assuming they are nonfaulty), an improvement in the
coverage algorithm can reduce fromDmax to dDmax

2
e if robots on the extremity of

Dmax should simply walk towards one another while covering the terrain. If there
is some other segmentDj which requires coverage time of somet′ > dDmax

2
e, then

the new coverage time ist′. Note thatt′ can be smaller than the distanceDj if an
algorithm allowing backtracking is permitted. In other words, the improvement
factor is

Dmax

max{dDmax

2
e, t′} ≤ 2

While the change of the coverage algorithm can result in an improvement
factor of at most2, the example described in Figure 2 leads us to the conjecture
that improvement factor due to a change in the tree can reach almost the value
of k. As seen in Figure 2b, the coverage time obtained byNB MSTC is N −
k = 56 − 3 = 53, while the coverage time obtained by the same algorithm on a
spanning tree constructed in a way that places the robots in an equally scattered
way along the tree (Figure 2a.) isdN−k

k
e = 19, hence the improvement factor

obtained by changing the tree is53
19
≈ 2.8, which is almostk.

a.

��

��

��

��

��
53 cells

1 cell

2 cells

18 cells

19 cells

19 cells

Length: Length: 

b.

��

Figure 2: An example of a case in which the improvement factor is almostk if the
tree is appropriately constructed.

We have established the fact that the choice of a spanning tree can have far
reaching consequences on the coverage time of the terrain, possibly more than the
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choice of the coverage algorithm. Moreover, a spanning tree that places all robots
within distance of at mostdN

k
e will, by itself, result in the optimal coverage time.

Unfortunately, such a tree does not necessarily exist. For example, in Figure 3,
N = 16, k = 2 and all possible spanning trees are described. The minimal
maximal distance between two consecutive robots over all possible spanning trees
is 10 cells, wheredN

k
e = d16

2
e = 8.

(14,2) (14,2)

(14,2)(10,6)

Figure 3: An example of a case in which there is no spanning tree that has maximal
distance ofdN

k
e = d16

2
e = 8 between consecutive robots along the spanning tree

path. The numbers in parenthesis describe the distance between two robots along
the spanning tree path.

In our tree construction scheme we will try to approximate this optimal dis-
persion of robots along the spanning tree. We will do that by trying to satisfy the
following objective, as much as possible. First, letG̃ be a grid withN/4 cells,
possibly containing obstacles (the obstacles are not counted as cells). LetG be
G̃’s fine grid after dividing each cell into four cells of sizeD.

Objective: Given the initial locations ofk robots on cells ofG, find a spanning
tree of G̃ that minimizes the maximal distance between every two consecutive
robots along the spanning tree path.

The idea behind this objective is that it spreads the robots as uniformly as
possible along the spanning tree path. The construction of anoptimal tree, that
will achieve exactly the objective, is believed to beNP-hard [24]. Hence our tree
construction algorithm can be considered as a heuristic algorithm for the problem
of finding the optimal tree for the coverage task.

3.2 Tree construction algorithm

In this subsection we describe a spanning tree construction algorithm,Create Tree.
This algorithm creates spanning trees while considering the initial location of all
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robots in the team and the objective described above, i.e., it tries to minimize the
maximal distance between any two adjacent robots on the tree.

perform hilling in these cells

occupied cell

cell from current subtree

unoccupied cell
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Figure 4: Illustration of theHilling procedure.

The general algorithm, described in Algorithm 1, is composed of two stages.
In the first stage, a subtree is created gradually for each robot starting from the
initial position of the robot, such that in each cycle either one or two cells are
added to each subtree. Denote the subtree originated inRi by TRi

. The cells are
chosen in a way that maximizes the distance from current expansion of all other
trees. The algorithm tries to find the longest possible path for the tree. When it
fails to continue, it tries to performHilling, in which it looks for ways to “stretch”
the path as follows. It looks for two joint unoccupied cells adjacent to the path.
If it found such cells, then it adds them to the path as demonstrated in Figure 4.
If the algorithm failed to find more hills, then it expands the tree, from both sides
of the path, in aBFS (breadth-first-search) manner. It first attempts to add one
cell near the origin of the tree (initial position of the robot), then it checks for a
possible free adjacent cell of its sons, and so on, until the entire grid is covered by
all k disjoint subtrees.

In the second stage of the algorithm, after suchk subtrees are generated, it is
only left to connect them (second stage). Denote an edge connecting two different
treesTRi

andTRj
by br(TRi

, TRj
). As we are givenk subtrees to be connected

to one tree covering the entire grid, it is required to findk − 1 bridges. These
bridges should be chosen in a way that the resulting tree does not contain cycles
or, equivalently, cover the entire grid. For example, ifk = 4 then possible valid
choice of bridges are
{br(TR1 , TR2), br(TR1 , TR3), br(TR3 , TR4)}, where
{br(TR1 , TR2), br(TR2 , TR3), br(TR1 , TR3)} is invalid, asTR4 remains disconnected.
Create Tree picks randomly a valid choice ofk − 1 bridges, and calculates the
maximal distance between two adjacent robots on the tree according to thefine
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grid. It repeats the processkα times, and reports the best tree it observed, accord-
ing to the above criterion. The value ofα is chosen empirically.

Clearly, the algorithm provides complete coverage of the terrain, as the first
stage of constructing subtrees does not end before every cell is occupied by some
subtree. The first stage terminates, as in each cycle at least one cell is added to at
least one subtree, hence given a finite terrain the algorithm halts. A formal proof
of the completeness ofCreate Tree is given in Lemma 2.

Algorithm 1 ProcedureCreate Tree
1: Build k subtrees as follows.
2: for every robotRi, 1 ≤ i ≤ k do
3: for each possible next cell (up, down, right, left)do
4: Compute the Manhattan distance from the current location of all other

robots.
5: if more than one possible next move existsthen
6: pick the one whose minimal distance to any other robot is maximized.
7: if there is no next possible movethen
8: perform ProcedureHilling from the last main branch.
9: if failed to find an unoccupied cell inHilling then

10: Branch-out in aBFS manner from the main branch
11: Find all possible bridges between thek trees.
12: for i = 0 to max{kα, N} do
13: At random, find a valid set of bridgesBi between trees such that they create

one tree with allN vertices.
14: Compute the setSi of distances between every two consecutive robots on

the tree.
15: Best Result is initialized withS0.
16: if the maximal value inSi is lower than the maximal value inBest Result

then
17: Best Result ← Si.
18: Return the tree associated withBest Result.

Lemma 2. ProcedureCreate Tree generates a tree that spans the entire graph
G.

Proof. Assume, towards contradiction, that there exists one cellC that is not cov-
ered by any subtreeTi, 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Since the map is finite, then there exists
some cellC‘ adjacent toC that is connected to a sub-tree originated in the initial
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location of some robotRa. If C was not covered by the algorithm, thenTa has
necessarily finished all its phases - initial phase,Hilling and branching out. But
if, while branching out,C ′ was passed through andC was empty, then it would
have addedC to Ta, leading to a contradiction. If bothC andC ′ are empty, then
there exists someC ′′ ∈ Tb, such thatC is adjacent toC ′′. Similarly, either we
get a contradiction, orC ′′ also is not inTb. This continues until we get that either
all cells are not in any tree, or all cells are (by contradiction). The former case is
impossible, as at least the initial location of a robot belongs to its subtree, hence
we are done.

Theorem 3. The time complexity ofCreate Tree algorithm isO(N2 + kαN).

Proof. In the stage wherek subtrees are created, in the worst case when adding
one cell to a subtree the algorithm runs over all current cells in the subtree (dur-
ing Hilling or while branching out), hence the complexity is at mostO(N2). In
the second stage, where the trees are connected,kα different choices of trees are
examined, each time the entire tree is traversed, thus the complexity of this stage
is O(kαN). Hence the entire complexity of the algorithm isO(N2 + kαN). If
the distance measure is shortest paths, then calculating all-pairs shortest paths is
O(N3) ( [7]).

3.2.1 Using different distance measures

ProcedureCreate Tree, creates firstk subtrees, and then connects them. The
process of constructing thek subtrees is done while spreading each treeaway
from the other trees. The distance measure used to determine how distant the
trees are was initially simply the Manhattan distance ( [2]). In this work, we have
used three different distance measures: Manhattan distance, Euclidean distance
and Shortest paths (following Floyd’s all-pairs shortest paths algorithm [7]). Note
that the time complexity of the shortest paths algorithm isO(N3), where the other
distance measures are calculated inO(1).

The theoretical advantage of using shortest paths is enormous: As shown in
Figure 5, using the shortest paths measure can decrease the coverage time fromN
to N/2. The tree in Figure 5a was generated using the shortest paths measure, and
the tree in Figure 5b was generated using the Manhattan distance measure. Ini-
tially, there are twice as many cells below the horizontal corridor compared to the
number of cells above this corridor. Note that when generating the subtrees using
the shortest paths measure (Figure 5a) there are two possible bridges between the
trees - one near the initial positions of the robots and one at the endpoint of the
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subtree. The latter bridge will be chosen with high probability. In the second tree
there is only one possible bridge connecting between the two subtrees. The dis-
tance between the two robots along the first spanning tree path (Figure 5a) isN/2.
The distance between the two robots along the second spanning tree (Figure 5b,
generated using Manhattan distance) is8 fine grid cells. Therefore the distance
changed from8 to N/2 just by using a the shortest paths distance measure.

Yet, in the average case using this measure did not make a difference — the re-
sults of runningMSTC algorithms on the trees generated using the three distance
measures converge. The reason, in our opinion, is that it requires a very specific
structure of the terrain in order for the shortest paths measure to make a signifi-
cant change. One terrain that will gain from using this measure is one with many
corridors (see example in Figure 5). In such a terrain, the difference between the
Manhattan distance and the shortest path is significant. Hence we conclude that
Create Tree is adaptable in the sense that the distance measure can be changed
in order to fit the terrain.

a.

T2 T2

b.

subtree by R2

tour along the tree

possible bridge

subtree by R1

T1

chosen bridge

2

R1

T

R

1R

2 R

1

Figure 5: Illustrating the trees created using different distance measures by Pro-
cedureCreate Tree: a. Manhattan distance and b. Shortest paths.

3.3 Evaluation

We have evaluated the effect of the tree construction algorithmCreate Tree on
the coverage time obtained byNB MSTC, B MSTC andOpt MSTC. First, we
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determine theα used by the algorithm. Then we describe extensive simulations
of Create Tree with our chosenα.

3.3.1 Determiningα

When connecting thek subtrees, procedureCreate Tree chooses at random
max{kα, N} times a set of bridges yielding a tree, and chooses the best option
between them. We have chosen the valueα empirically to be2. We have seen that
if α = 2, then the coverage time obtained by theMSTC family of algorithms has
decreased substantially. A further improvement was seen in caseα = 3, but the
intensity of the improvement diminished, more evidently with the results of the
Opt MSTC algorithm (see Figure 6).

Note that the time complexity is substantially higher ifα = 3 and rises from
Nk2 to Nk3, i.e., an addition ofNk2(k− 1) operations. This becomes critical for
largeN andk’s.
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Figure 6: Comparingα = 2 to α = 3 for 1 to 30 robots, with13% of the area
contains obstacles (not disconnecting the area).

3.3.2 Experimental results,α = 2

The evaluation ofCreate Tree on the coverage time obtained by the family of
MSTC algorithms was done while taking two other parameters under considera-
tion. First, the number of robots - from3 to 30 robots. The second parameter is the
densityof obstacles in the terrain, i.e, the ratio between the number of obstacles
and the area size.
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The coverage time obtained by the above algorithms on the trees constructed
by all three variants ofCreate Tree was compared against coverage time ob-
tained by the algorithms running on randomly generated spanning trees. The ter-
rain over which the experiment was ran was a20X30 coarse grid (600 coarse cells,
or 2400 fine cells). We have first performed the experiment on a grid with no ob-
stacles (“clean” grid), then added at random40 (6.6%), 80 (13.3%), 100 (16.7%)
and160 (26.7%) obstacles to the coarse grid.

Each trial was run for every number of robots (from3 to 30) and for every
density of obstacles in the terrain. First, we have created300 input lines by each
tree construction method: randomly generated trees andCreate Tree generated
trees, where each input line represents a random initial distribution of the robots.
These input lines were later given to theNB MSTC, B MSTC andOpt MSTC
algorithms and the coverage times obtained by these algorithms were compared.

The average coverage times obtained by the algorithmsNB MSTC and
Opt MSTC for are brought in Figure 7. The results show clearly that the aver-
age coverage time obtained by running algorithmsNB MSTC andOpt MSTC
on trees constructed by algorithmCreate Tree are statistically significantly bet-
ter (using paired two-tailed t-test, the p-value always less than10−12) than the
average coverage time obtained by those algorithms when ran on randomly gen-
erated trees. Moreover, the coverage time obtained by running the simplest non-
backtrackingMSTC algorithm on the trees generated byCreate Tree is, in most
cases, even lower than theoptimalMSTC algorithm ran on randomly generated
trees. These results repeated in both dimensions in which the experiment was con-
ducted: number of robots and density of obstacles. The results from running the
experiment onB MSTC are omitted for clarity reasons of the display, but they are
compatible with all other results.

An interesting result follows from comparing the improvement in coverage
time obtained by the algorithms after performingCreate Tree with different den-
sity of obstacles in the terrain. While the improvement in the coverage time ob-
tained by the algorithms after runningCreate Tree remains statistically signifi-
cant compared to randomly generated trees, as the obstacles become more dense
the improvement lessens. For instance, the improvement ratio for30 robots with
no obstacles for theNB MSTC andOpt MSTC algorithms are58% and38%, re-
spectively. When the density of obstacles is26% the improvement ratio decreases
to 48% and28% (respectively).

Figure 8 presents as an example the improvement ratio in coverage time be-
tweenCreate Tree generated trees vs. randomly generated trees followed by the
executionNB MSTC algorithm. Note that the repetitiveness of the phenomenon
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is not absolute over all number of robots, but the trend is clear. Our initial expla-
nation for the reason of this phenomenon was that the Manhattan distance does
not capture the real distance between the robots when more and more obstacles
are added to the terrain. However, as stated previously, even when changing the
distance measure to shortest paths the results were not improved. We then deduce
that as more and more robots are added and as more obstacles are added to the ter-
rain, there is less freedom in constructing thek spanning trees, i.e., the possibility
to spread the subtrees away from each other is limited.

An additional interesting results follows from comparing between the ratio of
improvement of the results obtained by theOpt MSTC and theNB MSTC algo-
rithms (Figure 8). In both cases the improvement ratio from using theCreate Tree
generated trees is relatively high, although using theNB MSTC coverage algo-
rithm results in much higher improvement ratio. This change is originated in the
fact that if using the simpleNB MSTC algorithm the change in coverage time is
much more evident. TheOpt MSTC algorithm by itself performs some improve-
ment in coverage time, so there is less to improve from that point.
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Figure 8: Comparison between the improvement ratio in coverage time obtained
by algorithmNB MSTC (left) andOpt MSTC (right) after generating trees ran-
domly vs. usingCreate Tree algorithm with different density of obstacles in the
terrain.

4 Online spanning-tree based coverage

In this section we re-use the approach of growing and connecting local subtrees
in the online coverage case. Here, the robots do not have a-priori knowledge of
the work-area, i.e., the exact work-area boundaries and all the obstacles locations
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(which are assumed to be static). We assume the robots know only their absolute
initial positions, and that they are able to communicate explicitly with one another.

4.1 Description of the on-line MSTC algorithm

We herein describe in details the online spanning tree based coverage algorithm,
and prove it is complete, non-redundant and robust to robot failures.

As mentioned previously, we divide the area into square cells of size4D, each
one consists of four sub-cells of sizeD. Denote the number of cells in the grid by
N , and denote the number of sub-cells byn, i.e.,n = 4N . The area occupancy in
the beginning is unknown so every cell is initially considered to be empty.

The starting point of the algorithm is the work-area andk robots with their
absolute initial positions:A0, . . . , Ak−1. The initial position of every robot is
assumed to be in an obstacle-free cell, and the robot should know its position.
One assumption the algorithm makes (similar to assumptions made previously
in [10,13]) is that robots can locate themselves within an agreed-upon grid decom-
position of the work area. In practice, of course, this assumption is not necessarily
satisfied. Section 4.2 below discusses methods for approximating this assumption
in practice, which we utilize in our work with physical robots.

We seek algorithms that arecomplete, non-redundant, androbust. An algo-
rithm is complete if, fork robots, it produces paths for each robot, such that the
union of allk paths complete covers the work area. By work area we mean to all
the cells which are not occupied by obstacles, and are accessible from at least one
of the robots’ initial positions. An algorithm is non-redundant if it does not cover
the same place more than one time. The robustness criteria ensures that as long
as one robot is still alive, the coverage will be completed. Another advantage of
this algorithm is that the robots return to their initial positions when the coverage
is completed which can facilitate their collection or storage.

The algorithms below are run in a distributed fashion, and generate on-line
coverage that is complete, non-redundant, and robust. Each robot runs the initial-
ization algorithm first (AlgorithmOMSTC INIT), and then executes (in parallel
to its peers) an instance of the On-line Robust Multi-robotSTC — ORMSTC
(Algorithm 3). EachORMSTC instance generates a path for its controlled robot
on-line, one step at a time. It is the union of these paths by the execution sequence
of the algorithm that guarantees to be complete, non-redundant, and robust.

We begin by describing AlgorithmOMSTC INIT (2). The initialization pro-
cedure constructs the agreed-upon coordinate system underlying the grid work
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area. It then allows each robot to locate itself within the grid, and update its peers
on the initial position of each robot.

Algorithm 2 OMSTC INIT()
1: Decompose the working area into2D× 2D cells (grid), agreed among all the

robots.
2: Decompose each2D × 2D cell into 4 sub-cells (sizeD)
3: i ← my robot ID
4: if Ai 6= the middle of a sub-cellthen
5: si ← the closest sub-cell
6: Move tosi

7: else
8: si ← Ai

9: Si ← the cell that containssi

10: AnnounceSi as your starting location to the other robots
11: ReceiveSj, wherej 6= i, starting cells of other robots
12: Update map withS0, . . . , Sk−1

13: Initialize connection[0 . . . k − 1][0, 1] ← null

Once the grid is constructed and robots know their initial positions, Algorithm
ORMSTC (executed in a distributed fashion by all robots) carries out the cov-
erage. This recursive algorithm receives two parameters:X, the new cell that
the robot just entered, andW , the old cell from which the robot has arrived. We
denote a cell with an obstacle in one or more of its four sub-cells, or one that con-
tains the robot’s own spanning tree edge, asa blockingcell. In the first recursive
call to the algorithm, the argumentX is the robot’s starting cellSi. W is chosen
such that it is consistent with future calls to the algorithm—closest tosi (Figure
9).

The idea behind AlgorithmORMSTC is that each robot gradually builds a
local spanning tree of uncovered cells that it discovers, while tracking the state of
any of its peers whose path it has met. The spanning tree is built by a depth-first-
like procedure: Scan for a non-occupied neighboring cell (Lines 1–2), build a tree
edge to it (Line 15), enter it (Line 16) and continue recursively with this cell (Line
17). If there is no free cell, the robot goes back along its local spanning tree to the
previous covered cell, exiting the recursion (Lines 18–20). See Figure 10 for an
illustration of an execution ofORMSTC.

During this gradually-expanding coverage process, the first time a roboti
meets a cell with robotj’s tree-edge (i 6= j), it examines its peer’s state (Lines
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Algorithm 3 ORMSTC(W , X)
1: N1..4 ← X ’s neighboring cells in clockwise order, ending withW = N4

2: for i ← 1 to 3 do
3: if Ni = blocking cellthen
4: continue to the nexti
5: if Ni has a tree edge of robotj 6= i then
6: check whether robotj is alive
7: if robotj is alivethen
8: if connection[j][0] = null then
9: connection[j][0] ← the edge fromX to Ni

10: connection[j][1] ← the edge fromX to Ni

11: continue to the nexti
12: else{robotj is not alive}
13: remove robotj from connections array and broadcast it
14: markj’s cells as empty on the map and broadcast it
15: construct a tree edge fromX to Ni and broadcast it
16: move to a sub-cell ofNi by following the right side of the tree edge
17: executeORMSTC(X, Ni)
18: if X 6= Si then
19: move back fromX to W along the right side of the tree edge
20: return from recursive call
21: if W 6= blocking cellthen
22: executeORMSTC(X, W )
23: move to sub-cellsi along the right side of the tree edge
24: broadcast completion of work
25: while not all the robots announced completiondo
26: if ∃j, s.t.connection[j][0] 6= null and robotj is not alivethen
27: markj’s cells as empty on the map and broadcast it
28: broadcast withdrawal of completion
29: decide which connection:connection[j][0] or connection[j][1] is closer

to si when moving in clockwise or counter-clockwise direction along
your tree edges

30: move to this connection in the appropriate direction
31: X ← your connection cell
32: Y ← robotj’s connection cell
33: remove robotj from connections array and broadcast it
34: construct a tree edge fromX to Y and broadcast it
35: move to a sub-cell ofY by following the right-side of the tree edges
36: executeORMSTC(X, Y )
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5–6). If robotj is still alive, roboti saves the edge which connects its tree to robot
j’s tree asconnection[j][0] (Lines 7–9). From this point on, roboti will update
connection[j][1] to save the last edge which connects its tree to robotj’s tree, i.e.,
whenever roboti meets a cell with robotj’s tree edge (Lines 10–11).

If, during this phase, roboti discovers that robotj is not alive anymore, it
announces to the other robots that robotj is dead. Then all robots delete the
entries for robotj from theirconnection arrays, and the cells which robotj was
responsible for are marked empty (Lines 12–14). Roboti and the other robots can
now build their spanning tree edges to these cells and cover them (see below for a
discussion of the case where two robots want to enter the same cell).

When a robot has no neighboring cells to cover, and it is back in its initial
position, it makes sure thatW (this is the initialW given as input) is covered
(Lines 21–22). Then the robot finishes covering its starting cell and announces to
the other robots that it has completed its work (Lines 23–24).

However, the coverage process is not completed until all the robots announce
completion of their work. Until then, a robot who finishes its work monitors the
state of all the robots for whom it has a non-emptyconnection entry (Lines 25–
26). If such a robotj is not alive, the robot sets all cells assigned toj in the
map to empty, and updates the other robots (Line 27). It then turns to cover robot
j’s cells, thus withdrawing its previously-declared completion of its work (Line
28). The robot has two possibilities to reach robotj’s cells: Along the left side of
its spanning tree edges, till it reachesconnection[j][0], the first connection edge
between it and robotj’s path; or in an opposite direction along the right side of
the spanning tree edges, till it reachesconnection[j][1], the last connection edge
between it and robotj. The robot chooses the best option and moves to the chosen
connection edge (Lines 29–30). Now it can delete robotj from the connection
array (line 31), and continue to construct the spanning tree edges for the new cells
by recursively calling the algorithm (Lines 32–36).

Algorithm ORMSTC makes several assumptions about the robots’ capabili-
ties. First, in lines 1–2, each robot explores its three neighboring cells. To do
this, each robot must have the ability to sense and determine if its three neighbor-
ing cells are free from obstacles. If the cell is partially occupied by an obstacle
it will not be covered. Second, the algorithm requires reliable communication.
Each informative message that a robot receives (a cell that is now occupied with
a tree edge, a dead robot, etc.) updates the map and overall world state (in the
memory of its peers). Obviously, there is also an assumption here that robots are
cooperative, in that when a robot is asked if it is alive, it broadcasts truthfully if it
can.
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In lines 15 and 34 the robot constructs a spanning-tree edge. A synchroniza-
tion problem could occur if more than one robot wants to construct a tree edge
in the same cell. This can be solved by any synchronization protocol. For in-
stance, we can require robots to notify the others whenever they wish to construct
an edge to a cellQ. If a conflict overQ is detected, robots can use their distinct
IDs to select who will construct the edge (e.g., highest ID), or they may allow the
robot with the smallest number of covered cells to go first (intuitively, this is the
most underutilized robot). The other robots treatQ as a cell with another robot’s
spanning tree edge and continue with the algorithm.

We prove the completeness of theORMSTC algorithm (Theorem 4). Each
robot constructs its own spanning tree and circumnavigates it to produce a closed
curve which visits all the sub-cells of the tree cells. Completeness is achieved by
ensuring that every cell (which is not occupied by obstacles and is accessible from
at least one of the robots’ initial positions) will have a tree edge connection from
one of the trees.

Theorem 4 (Completeness).Given a grid work-areaWA, andk robots, Algo-
rithm ORMSTC generatesk pathski, such that

⋃
i ki = WA, i.e., the paths cover

every cell within the the work-area.

Proof. By induction on the number of robotsk.
Induction Base (k = 1). with only one robot,ORMSTC operates exactly like
the On-line STC Algorithm which was proven to be complete for every work-area
(Lemma 3.3 in [10]).
Induction Step. Suppose it is known thatk − 1 robots completely cover every
work-area. We will prove it fork robots. Without loss of generality, let us con-
sider roboti. ExecutingORMSTC, i will build its local spanning tree edges, and
generate a path to cover some cells. The other robots treat these cells as occupied,
exactly as if they were filled with obstacles. Therefore all the other cells will be
part ofk − 1 paths and covered by thek − 1 robots, according the induction re-
laxation. Roboti treats all the cells of the otherk − 1 robots as occupied cells, so
it will completely cover its cells according to the induction assumption.

We now turn to examiningORMSTC with respect to coverage optimality.
Previous work has discussed several optimization criteria [13], one of which is
redundancy, the number of times a sub-cell is visited.

ORMSTC can be shown to be non-redundant. Theorem 5 below guarantees
that the robots visit all the cells only once (if no failure has occurred—see be-
low for a discussion of robustness). This guarantee is in fact a feature of many
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spanning-tree coverage algorithms, as circumnavigating a tree produce a closed
curve which visits all the sub-cells exactly one time [10]. The non-backtracking
algorithm in [10], which is an off-line algorithm, divides this curve between the
robots to achieve a complete non-redundant coverage.

Theorem 5 (Non-Redundancy).If all robots use AlgorithmORMSTC, and no
robot fails, no cell is visited more than once.

Proof. If no robot fails, then each robot only covers the cells for which it builds
a tree edge. If there is already a tree edge to a cell, the robot will not enter it
(Line 5). Thus every cell is covered only by a single robot. Since robots never
backtrack, every point is only covered once.

As key motivation for using multiple robots comes from robustness concerns,
we prove that AlgorithmORMSTC above is robust to catastrophic failures, where
robots fail and can no longer move. Lines 12–14 and 25–36 guarantee the robust-
ness. If one robot fails, there is always at least one robot that will detect it and will
take the responsibility to cover its section (see below for formal proof). Conflicts
over empty cells are handled as described above.

Theorem 6 (Robustness).Algorithm ORMSTC guarantees that the coverage
will be completed in finite time even with up tok − 1 robots failing.

Proof. Based on the completeness theorem (Theorem 4), any number of robots
can cover the work area. Thus if one or more robots fail, all the cells that were not
occupied by tree edges of the failing robots and are accessible to other live robots
will be covered. So all we have to prove is that cells with tree edges of a dead
robot, or cells which are accessible only to a robot that has died will be covered
by another robot. Such cells may exist due to the structure of the work area, or
because the dead robot covered a group of cells which blocks the access of other
robots to free cells.

Cells with existing tree edges of a robot are treated by the other robots as cells
with obstacles. According the completeness theorem, there is at least one robot
that will cover a neighboring cell of one of these cells, thus will have a connection
to this cell. There are two possible cases:

1. A robot failed before a robot that has a connection with it reached the con-
nection. In this case, lines 13–14 ensures that the dead robot’s covered cells
will be declared free so they will be covered by other robots.
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2. A robot fails after all the robots that have a connection with it reached the
connection. In this case, lines 27 and 33 apply, to ensure that the robot’s
covered cells will be declared free so they will be covered by other robots.

In both possible cases, the freeing of cells previously-covered by the dead robot
also makes any cell which was only accessible to the dead robot accessible to
others. Based on the completeness theorem, at least one other robot is guaranteed
to reach all these cells. Thus the algorithm is proved robust.

4.2 From Theory to Practice

In real-world settings, some of the assumptions underlyingORMSTC can not
be satisfied with certainty, and can only be approximated. This section examines
methods useful for such approximations, and their instantiations with physical
robots.

In particular, we have implemented theORMSTC algorithm for controlling
multiple vacuum cleaning robots, the RV-400 manufactured by Friendly Robotics
[9]. Each commercial robot was modified to be controlled by an small Linux-
running computer, sitting on top of it. A generic interface driver for the RV-
400 robot was built in Player [12], and a client program was built to control it.
Each robot has several forward-looking sonar distance sensors, as well as side-
ways sonars. One robot is shown Figure 11.

Figure 11: RV-400 robot used in initial experiments.

TheORMSTC algorithm (indeed, many of the STC algorithms) make several
assumptions. First, there are assumptions as to the work area being provided as
input. ORMSTC assumes, for instance, that the work-area has known bounds,
and that it is divided into a grid that is known by all robots (i.e., all robots have
the same division).ORMSTC assumes robots can communicate reliably, and
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locate themselves within a global coordinate system. Finally,ORMSTC makes
assumptions about the sensory information available to the robots. In particular,
ORMSTC makes the assumption that each robot can sense obstacles within the
front, left, and right4D cells.

One challenging assumption is that of a global coordinate system that all
robots can locate themselves within. In outdoor environments, a GPS signal may
in principle be used for such purposes (note that the position only has to be known
within the resolution of a sub-cell). However, in circumstances where a global
location sensor (such as the GPS) is unavailable, a different approach is needed.
In particular, this is true in the indoor environments in which the vacuum cleaning
RV-400 is to operate.

For the purposes of the experiments, we have settled on letting the robots know
their initial location on an arbitrary global coordinate system. Once the robots
began to move, however, they relied solely on their odometry measurements to
position themselves. In the future, we hope to experiments with alternative ap-
proaches.

One advantage ofORMSTC in this regard is that its movements are limited
to turns of90◦ left or right, and to moving forward a fixed distance. This offers an
opportunity for both reducing errors by calibration for odometry errors specific to
this limited range of movements, and by resetting after each step, thus avoiding
accumulative errors. Indeed, this was the approach taken in the experiments (see
next section).

Given a global coordinate system,ORMSTC also requires robots to agree on
how to divide up the work-area into a grid. This agreement is critical: Differences
in the division may cause grids created by different robots to be mis-aligned, or
overlap. To do this, the bounds of the grid have to be known, in principle. Once
the bounds are known, the robots only have to decide on the origin point for the
approximate cell decomposition.

Here again a number of approximating solutions were found to be useful.
First, one can have the robots use a dynamic work-area. During the initialization
phase, the robots determines the maximal distances,Xmax andYmax (along the X-
and Y- axes, respectively), over all pairs of robots. They then build a temporary
rectangular work-area around them, with sides greater or equal toXmax, Ymax. As
the robots move about, they will push the boundaries of the work-area into newly
discovered empty cells that lie beyond the bounds, or they will encounter the real
bounds of the work area, which will be regarded as obstacles. A related approx-
imation is to provide the robots with an initial work-area that is known to be too
big, and allow the robots to discover the actual bounds. This was the technique
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we utilized.
Robustness against collisions is an additional concern in real-world situations.

Normally, as each robot only covers the path along its own tree, Theorem 5 guar-
antees that no collisions take place. This separation between the paths of different
robots decreases the chance of collisions. In practice, localization, movement er-
rors, and the way the grid is constructed may cause the robot to move away from
its assigned path, and thus risk collision. We utilized our bumps sensors to cope
with this problem as they are often used as a key signal in vacuum-cleaning robots.
Our heuristic is to simply respond to a bump by moving back a little, waiting for a
random (short) period of time trying again. If bumps occur three times in a row in
the same location, the location is marked as a bound or obstacle. A more compli-
cated solution which requires more communication is to coordinate between the
robots that have adjacent tree edges when a collision is likely to occur.

A final challenge was offered by the robots’ limited sensor range. The robot is
equipped with ten sonar sensors which are not capable of sensing all three neigh-
boring cells of the robot cell at the same time as described in the algorithm require-
ments before. We solved this problem by dividing the original sensing and move-
ment phases to three steps. The robot first senses its first cell by turning its sensors
towards it. If it is empty, it continues with the regular algorithm flow. If not, in
moves forward to be as close as possible to the border of the next require-sensing
cell and only then it turns to sense it and continues with the algorithm. The same
procedure is performed to the third neighboring cell. Although it slowed down
the algorithm performance this fix enabled us to run the algorithm in the simula-
tion with the robots constraints, so it can be applied also to run the algorithm on
different real robots with limited sensors.

4.3 Experimental results

We conducted systematic experiments with our implementation of theORMSTC
algorithm, to measure its effectiveness in practice with the RV400 robot. The ex-
periments were conducted using the Player/Stage software package [12], a popular
and practical development tool for real robots. Initial experiments were carried
out with physical RV400 robots, to test the accuracy of the simulation environ-
ment used. However, to measure the coverage results accurately, the experiments
below were run in the simulation environment. Figure 12 shows a screen shot of
running example with six robots in one of the simulated environments used in the
experiments.

In the experiment, we focused on demonstrating that theORMSTC algorithm—
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Figure 12: Simulation screen shot of six robots covering theCaveenvironment

and our implementation of it for real robots—indeed manages to effectively use
multiple robots in coverage. We ran our algorithm with 2,4,6,8 and 10 robots.
Each team was tested on two different environments. TheCaveenvironment had
irregularly-shaped obstacles, but was relative open. TheRoomenvironment had
many rectangular obstacles, and represents a typical indoor office room. For each
team size and environment type, 10 trials were run. The initial positions were
randomly selected.

The results are shown in Figure 13. The X-axis measures the number of robots
in the group. The Y-axis measures the coverage time. The two curves represent the
two different environments. Every data point represents the average ten trials, and
the horizontal line at each point shows the standard deviation in each direction.

The results show that in both environments, coverage time decreases in gen-
eral when increasing the group size. However, we can also see that the marginal
coverage decreases with the addition of new members. This is a well-known phe-
nomenon (in economics, but also in robotics). It is due to the overhead imposed
on a bigger group of robots, in collisions avoidance and communication load. The
overhead cost can be also seen when comparing the two coverage times of the two
environments. Although the indoor environment is smaller, the coverage time is
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Figure 13: Overall coverage time

almost the same because there are more obstacles and doors to pass and there is a
greater chance of collision with walls or other robots.

5 Conclusions

Many real-world coverage applications require multiple robots to completely cover
a given work-area, either with a given map of the area (offline coverage) or with
no a-priori knowledge of the area (online coverage). A popular approach for such
coverage rely on the spanning tree coverage method (initially introduced for single
robot coverage by Gabrieli and Rimon in [10]). All of the spanning tree coverage
algorithms initially depend on the selection of a spanning tree.

In this work we have discussed the importance of the structure of the spanning
tree on the coverage time obtained by algorithms that use this tree as base for cov-
erage. We used the same basic idea for tree generation in both online and offline
scenarios: constructing local subtrees, and from them generating a spanning tree.

First, we have focused on offline coverage. We have shown that the structure
of the tree can have crucial consequence on the coverage time. We have presented
an algorithm for constructing trees that is motivated by the objective similar to the
one defining an optimal tree, a problem that is thought to beNP-hard. We have
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extensively tested the influence of the spanning tree structure on the coverage time
obtained by existing algorithms while taking several parameters under considera-
tion. In these simulations, we compared coverage time obtained by the family of
MSTC algorithms on trees constructed by our heuristic procedure against random
trees. Simulation results show that when using heuristic trees, then the resulted
coverage time obtained by all algorithms were statistically significantly better than
the results obtained by running the algorithms on randomly generated trees. More-
over, the average coverage time obtained by the simplest algorithm on spanning
trees created by our procedure were, in most cases, better than the average cover-
age time obtained by the best algorithm on randomly generated trees.

We then focused on online coverage. We reused the approach we took, to
develop an online robust coverage algorithm, theORMSTC, a multi-robot cover-
age algorithm which is able to cover an unknown environment. We analytically
showed thatORMSTC algorithm is complete and robust in face of catastrophic
robot failures. As there is always a gap between theory and practice, we analyzed
the assumptions underlying the algorithmic requirements. We discuss various ap-
proximation techniques for these requirements, to allow the algorithm to work in
real world situations. Based on early trials with real-robots, we conducted sys-
tematic experiments with our implementation, to measure theORMSTC’s effec-
tiveness in practice. The results show that the algorithm works well in different
environments and group sizes.
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